McMinn's Clinical Atlas Of Human Anatomy With DVD, 6e (McMinn's Clinical Atls Of Human Anatomy)
**Synopsis**

Map out all of the key structures of the human body with examples of real human dissections... and easily place them in a clinical context! This popular atlas incorporates an unrivaled collection of cadaveric, osteological, and clinical images with surface anatomy models, interpretive drawings, orientational diagrams, and diagnostic images - emphasizing a well-rounded visual perspective of a real human body as seen by modern doctors. The 6th Edition offers new endoscopic images, 250 new dissection photos (including eight pages of new dissections on lymphatics), and 300 new clinical thumbnails. A bonus DVD - new to this edition - includes 1,000 additional photos not found in the text, as well as questions and answers that accompany each section from the book. Displays X-ray, MR, and CT images next to corresponding dissections, showing how to recognize anatomic structures in diagnostic images. Presents interpretive drawings to help you differentiate between structures with a similar appearance (i.e., veins, arteries, and nerves). Offers orientational diagrams that make it easier to relate the dissections in the text to real experiences in the lab. Provides an unobstructed view of the artwork by using a numbered labeling system, which also allows you to self-test by covering up the key and identifying each numbered structure yourself. Presents 300 new clinical thumbnails - with relevant clinical notes and additional images on the DVD - that emphasize the clinical relevance of images depicted and demonstrate their clinical relevance. Offers 250 new dissection photos that enhance the overall quality and scope of the images shown - eight pages of new dissections on lymphatics - 50 new illustrations reflecting the increasing use of diagnostic imaging in anatomy teaching - and 20 new endoscopic images to reinforce memorization of structures. Features a bonus DVD with 1,000 clinical photos not found in the text... more information on clinical correlations... and questions and answers that accompany each section of the book.
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McMinn’s Atlas is basically a cadaveric dissection course in a book, with clinical correlations throughout. The future clinician will appreciate not only the cadaveric view of a structure, but a radiographic or endoscopic view as well (this connection is what the included DVD is all about). For this reason, the anatomy student may want to invest in McMinn’s atlas. Most of the dissection pictures were good, but inferior in quality and presentation to Rohen. There were a few (some inner ear and pelvic dissections stand out in my mind) were McMinn’s dissection surpassed Rohen’s for clarity of presentation. Some dissections were simply poor, with small structures just missing (presumably accidentally cut in dissection, something I’ve almost never noticed in Rohen). So if you had only one photographic atlas to purchase, choose Rohen. If you want two, this would be a good 2nd choice, especially in light of the clinical correlations.

I am 100% satisfied with the investment I made for this book. The Photographs are in very high quality and they are very clear. If someone is going to an anatomy examination where one has to identify structures in a cadaver this is the best book of revision. Combined with an Ellliz and a Last’s/Chaurasia’s the Mcminn’s atlas will give a complete anatomical picture of the human body. Anyway the DVD doesn’t contain any videos. It has only pictures and descriptions of clinical cases.

Using this book for an osteology class as reference and I love it! All of the diagrams are very useful and its great to cover up the bottom portion and quiz myself on the bones. Definitely would recommend to others!

A great edition of an atlas devoted over the years. The digital content is very good. The book purchase went smoothly. I recommend to anyone interested in the subject.

while the book has excellent information, it was advertised as having an accompanying dvd which was NOT included. very disappointing.
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